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Dracula
The soul of Cesare Borgia, the illegitimate son of Pope Alexander VI, is sold to the
devil at his birth, and so Cesare, hopelessly torn between good and evil, begins a
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career of political machination, aided by the assassin Chiaro.

Vampire Kisses 2: Kissing Coffins
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully
imaginative grown-up fantasy with all the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight”
(People). Now “[a] hot show that’s like Twilight meets Outlander” (Thrillist) airing
Sundays on AMC and BBC America, as well as streaming on Sundance Now and
Shudder. Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of Witches, has brought
her into the spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion
and obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant of witches,
discovers a long-lost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in
Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its reappearance summons a fantastical underworld,
which she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont.
Harkness has created a universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and
Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale of magic and
suspense. The story continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with
The Book of Life.

Vampire Kisses
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Trixie Shapiro may be one of the shyest students at Mason High, but she's also the
funniest. When her best friend, Jazzy, signs her up to perform stand-up at Senior
Talent Night, Trixie's terrified she'll absolutely choke. And as if a seemingly
disastrous debut isn't enough, Trixie's drama teacher encourages her to try
again—this time at the local comedy club, Chaplin's. To her surprise, Trixie's
confidence begins to swell, and a surefire comedy act is born. Trixie finds herself
on a fast track, winning contests and earning a job as the opening comic at the
comedy club. It's a dream come true. Then Trixie lands a boyfriend—her longtime
crush, hipster Gavin Baldwin. Now caught between the increasing demands of two
worlds, Trixie faces a difficult choice between a romantic, inviting path and a risky
shot at comedic stardom. Ellen Schreiber narrates an inspiring and entertaining
story of a shy teen who, struggling to find her voice, discovers a shining place in
the spotlight.

Blood Relatives
Would you pay in blood to have access to the witch’s knowledge? Rumors about
Yuuri Watoh being a witch who feeds upon the misfortune of others have kept
customers away from her Eastern Medicine Shop as long as she can
remember—until he showed up. Intrigued by the rumors, Count Ernest Travis
Selden, close attendant to the Hylant king and a notorious eccentric, seeks the
Hinomoto witch’s specialized knowledge to solve a royal incident. But borrowing
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the witch’s aid comes at a steep price—one that can’t be paid in gold or jewels.
How will the stubborn shut-in vampire witch who hails from the East handle the
peculiar Western Count who frequently brings her problems to solve and seems all
too happy to pay the price?

Circus of the Damned
Raven and Alexander try to stop Alexander's half-vampire cousin, Claude, from
finding a stash of blood-filled vials which can turn him into a full vampire, while
Raven tries to cope with her desires to become immortal.

Thirst No. 1
For use in schools and libraries only. The mansion on top of Benson Hill has stood
empty for years. But one day it seems to be occupied, and its mysterious,
handsome inhabitant Alexander Sterling becomes the source of much talk around
town. Raven, a vampire-obsessed Goth-girl who has always c

Vampire Kisses 3: Vampireville
Beware of a kiss under the full moon. It will change your life forever. Celeste Parker
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is used to hearing scary stories about werewolves—Legend's Run is famous for
them. She's used to everything in the small town until Brandon Maddox moves to
Legend's Run and Celeste finds herself immediately drawn to the handsome new
student. But when, after an unnerving visit with a psychic, she encounters a pack
of wolves and gorgeous, enigmatic Brandon, she must discover whether his
transformation is more than legend or just a trick of the shadows in the moonlight.
Her best friends may never forgive her if she gives up her perfect boyfriend, Nash,
for Brandon, who's from the wrong side of town. But she can't deny her attraction
or the strong pull he has on her. Brandon may be Celeste's hero, or he may be the
most dangerous creature she could encounter in the woods of Legend's Run.
Psychic predictions, generations-old secrets, a town divided, and the possibility of
falling in love with a hot and heroic werewolf are the perfect formula for what
happens . . . once in a full moon.

Kiss of the Vampire
There's a new vampire in town. His name is Valentine Maxwell. Goth-girl Raven
knows this latest intruder can only mean trouble—he's the younger sibling of two
vampires she fought to drive out of Dullsville. But when her brother, Billy, befriends
this dangerous tween night prowler, the stakes are suddenly higher. Though torn
by the excitement of every teen girl's fantasy—attending the prom with her
boyfriend—Raven must do everything she can to protect Billy. Valentine's
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appearance may pose even further threats. Could he somehow know Raven's
innermost feelings about becoming immortal for her true love, Alexander? The farfrom-ordinary romance of these two teen outsiders takes another surprise-filled
spin in the fourth book of Ellen Schreiber's applauded Vampire Kisses series.

Full Moon Kisses
"It was exactly the sort of case Detective Steve Carella despised. One girl had been
raped and murdered; another savagely knifed. A cold-blooded madman was loose
in the 87th Precinct. The survivor of the slashing said she could identify her
assailant in the police line-up, but he certainly wasn't Carella's prime
suspect."--Publisher's description.

The Dead Girl I Like Heart and Stuff
Life in "Dullsville" has become far from dull for goth-girl Raven. After meeting
Alexander Sterling—a night-thriving, shadowy dream guy—her dark world suddenly
has a bright glow. But as in her favorite movie, Kissing Coffins, Raven knows that
love always has its complications. And Alexander has a secret—a secret she must
quietly guard. When he mysteriously disappears, Raven finds herself on a
dangerous chase to find him. What she encounters is more terrifying than she
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could have imagined—including a life-transforming decision she may not be ready
to sink her teeth into. In Kissing Coffins Ellen Schreiber presents a chilling and
suspenseful sequel to her popular tale of an unusual teen romance, Vampire
Kisses.

Vampire Knight 2
Yuki Cross, who was adopted by the headmaster of the Cross Academy after a
vampire attack, must protect the students in the day classes from the vampires in
the night classes.

Vampire Academy (book 1)
The sixth title in the bestselling Vampire Kisses series.

Cantarella
When the town of Dullsville launches a production of "Cinderella," Raven and
Alexander's worlds collide with Alexander's vampire cousin, Claude, and his
friends, and Raven and Alexander must save the play's leading lady from Claude.
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Vampire Kisses: Graveyard Games
To keep the people she loves safe, Sara left everything she knew behind. She soon
learns this new world is nothing like her old one, and she struggles to make a place
for herself among the Mohiri. But it soon becomes apparent to Sara and to
everyone one around her that she is not your typical warrior. As the weeks pass,
Sara builds new relationships, copes with her new trainers, and tries to manage her
ever-changing powers, while keeping her unique heritage a secret. Looming in the
background is the constant shadow of the Master who will do anything to find her.
Sara finds herself on a journey of self-discovery that uncovers her true strengths
and awakens a part of her she never knew existed. She experiences the delight of
new friendships, the sweetness and pain of first love, and a loss so deep it could be
the thing that finally breaks her. At the end of it all, she discovers that the one
place she was supposed to be safe might not be the refuge she thought it was.

The Ghost and the Goth
A haunting entry in the World Fantasy Award-winning Mythago Cycle In Mythago
Wood, Robert Holdstock gave us an intricate world spun from the stories of Irish
and English mythology, a great forest steeped in mystery and legend, whose heart
contains secrets that will change all who behold them. Young Tallis is one such
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seeker. When she was just an infant, she lost her brother Harry to Ryhope Wood.
Her adolescent fancies now cause her to suspect that he is still alive---and in grave
danger. Tallis follows Harry into the primal Otherworld armed only with magic,
masks, and clues left by her grandfather. Eventually the primitive forest gives way
to Lavondyss itself, a fascinating and terrible realm where she is forced to confront
the mythagos, physical manifestations of the legends of humanity's collective
unconscious. Join Tallis on her quest into the ultimate unknown, and be invited into
one of the finest and most compelling mythologies you will ever encounter. "A
stunningly good book . . . conveys the haunting power of old heroes and lost gods."
--Locus "Magical . . . It is rare to find a sequel which measures up to its original; but
Lavondyss surpasses it." --Times Literary Supplement At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Refuge
The Final ConflictThe Last Deadly Kiss Elena Now she rises from the dead to
recreate the powerful vampire trio. Stefan Summoned by Elena, he keeps a
promise to her and fights the most terrifying evil he's ever faced. Damon Joining
the brother he once called enemy, Damon battles this new horror with strength,
cunning, and deadly charm.
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A Discovery of Witches
Sixteen-year-old Raven, a vampire-obsessed goth girl, searches for her true love,
Alexander, who she has learned is a real vampire.

Kiss
This enticing paranormal romance featuring werewolves and the popular girl who
loves them is a great conclusion to the Full Moon series. What will Celeste do now
that both her heroic boyfriend, Brandon, and her popular ex-boyfriend, Nash, are
werewolves? And someone wants to turn her into a werewolf, too. Life is
complicated under Legend Run's full moon. Perfect for fans of Ellen Schreiber's
New York Times–bestselling Vampire Kisses series, or romantic werewolf stories
like Nightshade by Andrea Cremer and Shiver by Maggie Stiefvater, Full Moon
Kisses delivers danger, mystery, and undeniable romance.

The Dark-Hunters
Reveal your inner Aurora Borealis with Manic Panic Living in Color, the audacious
beauty-and-lifestyle handbook from punk rock pioneers Tish and Snooky Bellomo,
founders of the iconic hair color and make-up brand. With a colorful foreword by
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RuPaul -- a customer/fan/friend and dye-hard for decades -- Manic Panic Living in
Color is both the rollicking origin story of the sister's punk rock roots combined
with a fearless guide to finding your color in the rainbow. This guide provides
unique and fail-proof methods to achieve the perfect shade or combinations of
colors that express the inner you, as well as maintenance, effects, tips, products,
remedies, and attitude. With hundreds of inspiring photographs, Tish and Snooky
will inspire you to show off your unique sense of style whether you are Red
Passion, Bad Boy Blue, Electric Banana -- or all three!

Vampire Kisses 4: Dance with a Vampire
Sixteen-year-old Raven, an outcast who always wears black and hopes to become
a vampire some day, falls in love with the mysterious new boy in town, eager to
find out if he can make her dreams come true.

Vampire Kisses: Blood Relatives
It's been one year since a virus triggered junk DNA and people all over the world
started changing. Becoming something else. Craving blood. It's been ten months
since the word 'vampire' stopped being something from old monster stories and
Hollywood movies. It's been six months since our world and theirs erupted into
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war. It's been two months since an uneasy peace was signed. It's been one hour
since that peace was shattered. The war is here again. The vampire war. Our world
will burn. Our world will bleed! When anyone can turn, when every street is a
battlefield, there is nowhere to run! V-Wars: Blood and Fire is edited and co-written
by New York Times bestselling author Jonathan Maberry and features all new
stories of the Vampire Wars by Kevin J. Anderson, Scott Sigler, Larry Corriea, Joe
McKinney, Nancy Holder, Yvonne Navarro, Weston Ochse and James A. Moore.

The Wize Wize Beasts of the Wizarding Wizdoms
Vampire Kisses
Manga does vampires! Join Raven as she deals with boring life in Dullsville, USA by going out with a vamp! The absolute last thing goth-girl Raven and her vampire
boyfriend Alexander need is another hitch in their nighttime-only romance - but
dark trouble hovers on the horizon when Raven and Alexander discover four freshly
dug graves filled with empty coffins. A crew of sketchy vampires takes up
residence in Dullsville's lonely graveyard - and then Alexander finds this motley
crew led by his own cousin Sterling. Shocking! Claude and his creepy crew can only
spell more problems for the lovestruck pair, especially when Raven finds them in
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daylight in the last place she could ever imagine What could Claude and his
invaders be doing - or searching for - in Dullsville?

Comedy Girl
In the war against vampires, mankind has only one hope: The Dark-Hunters.
Ancient warriors who died of brutal betrayal, the Dark-Hunters have sworn
themselves into the service of the goddess Artemis to protect us. It's a pact with
pretty good perks. Immortality, power, psychic abilities, wealth and a cool
wardrobe. But it comes with a few drawbacks: fatal sun poisoning and a new,
irreparable dental problem. But aside from the fangs and nocturnal lifestyle, it's
not so bad. Until Kyrian meets the most frightening thing imaginable. An
accountant who's being hunted by one of the most lethal vampires out there. If
Amanda Devereaux goes down, so does he and no offense, he doesn't want to die
(hence the whole immortality thing). And he doesn't want humanity dead either
which is a good thing for us since he and Amanda are all that stands between us
and oblivion. Let's hope they win. From the wild imagination of Sherrilyn Kenyon
comes the humorous and suspenseful manga debut of the #1 internationally
bestselling Dark-Hunter series. The world of manga will never be the same again.

Royal Blood
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After a close encounter with a bus, Alona Dare goes from homecoming queen to
Queen of the Dead. She’s stuck as a ghost in the land of the living with no sign of
the big, bright light to take her to a better place. To make matters worse, the only
person who might be able to help her is Will Killian, a total loser outcast. More than
anything, Will wishes he didn’t have the rare ability to communicate with the dead,
especially the former mean girl of Groundsboro High. He’s not filling out any
volunteer forms to help her cross to the other side, though it would bring him some
welcome peace and quiet./DIV DIVCan they get over their mutual distrust -- and
quasi-attraction -- to work together? Readers of this spirited paranormal comedy
won't want this odd couple to ever part.

Dream Fossil
Maddie has a new boyfriend, which sends her BFF on a quest to find a girlfriend.
Following a series of dates, he finally meets a girl he truly likes. Everything is
perfect until he discovers something peculiar about her and is forced to decide if it
is a relationship deal breaker.

Magic of the Moonlight
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Vampire Kisses 1
Spencer almost drowns in a surfing accident when a sparkling, golden girl saves
him with a kiss of life before she suddenly disappears. Where did this dream girl
come from, and will she return? Lilly rescues a boy from nearly drowning and
dangerously steps out of her own watery world. Curious to explore this forbidden
land, she's gotta find her handsome Earthdude. A silver heart locket is their only
clue. Ellen Schreiber revamps a classic favorite with a funky magical romance that
shows what transpires when boy meets girl, but discovers girl is really a . . .

Teenage Mermaid
Vampire Kisses: The Beginning
The Vampire Diaries: Dark Reunion
Beware of a bite under a full moon, it will complicate your love life.

Blood Relatives
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First time in trade paperback: the third novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling
series. In Circus of the Damned-now in trade paperback for the first time-a rogue
master vampire hits town, and Anita gets caught in the middle of an undead turf
war. Jean-Claude, the Master Vamp of the city, wants her for his own-but his
enemies have other plans. And to make matters worse, Anita takes a hit to the
heart when she meets a stunningly handsome junior high science teacher named
Richard Zeeman. They're two humans caught in the crossfire-or so Anita thinks.

Once in a Full Moon
HE LOVES ME, HE LOVES ME NOT. Sylvie is sure Carl loves her, so why hasn't he
kissed her? Sylvie and Carl have always been best friends, and Sylvie's always
dreamed that they'd get married someday. But when she begins to realize that
Carl may be more interested in boys than girls, Sylvie struggles to hold on to the
pieces of her shattered dreams. With her trademark blend of honesty, sensitivity,
and humor, bestselling author Jacqueline Wilson delivers a novel for teens about
first love, first heartbreak, and the power of a kiss.

Clive Barker's Books of Blood
Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman,
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Count Dracula, a small group of people vow to rid the world of the evil vampire.

Lavondyss
Eight magical tales of beastly Boy's Love from the creator of The Girl from the
Other Side: Siúil, a Rún! Deep in the forest lies a mysterious school of magic:
Wizdoms, an institution attended by beastmen of all kinds. These studious fantasy
creatures have come to live, learn, and perhaps even fall in love in this enchanting
space. In this collection of BL stories by master mangaka Nagabe, follow the
beauty and surprising humor of magical beasts with human hearts.

Manic Panic Living in Color
From the internationally renowned director of Paprika and Perfect Blue, comes a
collection of short stories penned as he transitioned from animator to comicker to
movie director. Featuring 16 shorts, including his award winning debut Toriko, this
collection dives into the heart of Satoshi Kon like no book has before.

V-Wars: Blood and Fire
St Vladimir's Academy isn't just any boarding school - hidden away, it's a place
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where vampires are educated in the ways of magic and half-human teens train to
protect them. Rose Hathaway is a Dhampir, a bodyguard for her best friend Lissa,
a Moroi Vampire Princess. They've been on the run, but now they're being dragged
back to St Vladimir's where the girls must survive a world of forbidden romances, a
ruthless social scene and terrifying night time rituals. But most of all, staying alive.

The Misfortune Devouring Witch is Actually a Vampire?!
At five thousand years old, the vampire Alisa thought she was smart enough to
stay out of trouble. But when her creator returns to hunt her, she must protect
herself by befriending Ray, the boy who may be her only chance at finding her
maker. When she begins to fall in love with Ray, all of a sudden there is more at
stake than her own life. Originally published in 1994, this series netted more than
500,000 copies as individual titles and later as bind-ups. This hot new repackage
will revive the series for today’s teen.

Vampire Kisses
Raven's romance with her dreamy vampire boyfriend, Alexander, has been
complicated once again by Alexander's menacing half-vamp cousin. Now that
Claude and his fearless gang have been tricked out of the blood-filled vials that can
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turn them into full vampires, Claude will stop at nothing to find the real vials.
Raven's family and friends could be in danger. When Claude teams up with Raven's
longtime nemesis, Trevor, invitations soon go out for a vampire-themed
masquerade party. Could Claude be scheming to turn all of the students at
Dullsville High into vampires if he doesn't get what he wants? Raven and Alexander
must try to stop Claude—but also ask themselves what really matters most in the
end.

Vampire kisses - blood relatives
For goth-girl Raven, dating her dream boyfriend is complicated, especially because
Alexander's secret means that they can see each other only at night. And now the
pair must be extra wary in the dark with Alexander's archrival, Jagger, appearing
around town. As if Jagger isn't enough cause for worry, Luna, his strikingly pale
sister, has also surfaced and seems to have her sights set on Raven's longtime
nemesis, Trevor. Together, Raven and Alexander must begin a terrifying search for
Jagger and Luna's hideout to drive them away - that is, if it's not already too late to
save Dullsville from becoming Vampireville. In the latest instalment of her popular
Vampire Kisses books, Ellen Schreiber continues the startling story of two teen
outsiders - she from the mortal world and he from the Underworld - who share a
thrilling, extraordinary romance.
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